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RovingSocialWorker • @Travel_MSW

RovingSocialWorker • @Travel_MSW
RT @UBSSW: Just 20 min. to the #MacroSW chat with @SistahWilson and host @spcummings - we're talking #tech and #STEM and #Black #socialwork…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
The #MacroSW chat starts in just 5 minutes!! https://t.co/huQ0ED5HAM

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW https://t.co/rte41miogi

Stephen Cummings •• LISW @spcummings
@SistahWilson Me, too!! Thank you for joining as the guest expert tonight!!! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Welcome to the #MacroSW chat! Learn more about us at: https://t.co/UpvQL1o9hE

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Welcome to the #MacroSW chat! Learn more about us at: https://t.co/UpvQL1o9hE

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Please excuse all the extra tweets for the next hour- #macroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Tonight's topic for #MacroSW - Social work and building tech futures for black students, with our guest expert, Dr. Fallon Wilson, @SistahWilson

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Tonight's topic for #MacroSW - Social work and building tech futures for black students, with our guest expert, Dr. Fa..

Stevara @StevaraTweets
Happening now! Join! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Welcome to the #MacroSW chat! Learn more about us at: https://t.co/UpvQL1o9hE
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Tonight's topic for #MacroSW - Social work and building tech futures for black students, with our guest expert, Dr. Fa..

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@StevaraTweets Thanks for joining us tonight! #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @StevaraTweets: Happening now! Join! #MacroSW https://t.co/Gb8FaKRiBk

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @StevaraTweets: Happening now! Join! #MacroSW https://t.co/Gb8FaKRiBk

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Welcome to the #MacroSW chat! Learn more about us at: https://t.co/UpvQL1o9hE

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@SistahWilson It's wonderful to have you here, @SistahWilson! Thank you for sharing your article on https://t.co/Ya7K3hiqa7 #MacroSW: https://t.co/Lu3c6MjCrV

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Our #MacroSW chat partners are @VilissaThompson @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @porndaughter @spcummings @Kare...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Our #MacroSW chat partners are @VilissaThompson @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @porndaughter @spcummings @Kare...

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Our #MacroSW chat partners are @VilissaThompson @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @porndaughter @spcummings @Kare...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @SistahWilson It's wonderful to have you here, @SistahWilson! Thank you for sharing your article on https://t.co/Ya7r...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
It's #MacroSW introduction time! I'll start! Hi #MacroSW chatters! I'm Stephen Cummings LISW, and I will be hosting the chat tonight. I am a C Assistant Professor at the University of Iowa School of Social Work. https://t.co/xIS5V2jeWb

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @SistahWilson It's wonderful to have you here, @SistahWilson! Thank you for sharing your article on https://t.co/Ya7r...

Fallon Wilson, PhD @SistahWilson
#MacroSW So excited to have this conversation with all of you tonight.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SistahWilson: #MacroSW So excited to have this conversation with all of you tonight.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: It's #MacroSW introduction time! I'll start! Hi #MacroSW chatters! I'm Stephen Cummings LISW, and I will be hosting t.
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Tonight's #MacroSW guest expert is Dr. Fallon Wilson, @sistahwilson, leading the chat tonight and getting us talking about #swtech. #MacroS

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SistahWilson: #MacroSW So excited to have this conversation with all of you tonight.

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @SistahWilson It's wonderful to have you here, @SistahWilson! Thank you for sharing your article on https://t.co/Ya7r

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: It's #MacroSW introduction time! I'll start! Hi #MacroSW chatters! I'm Stephen Cummings LISW, and I will be hosting t.

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
Hi #macrow! I'm Nancy Kusmaul, assistant professor @UMBC, part of the @mdsocialwork! @UBSSW PhD Alum. https://t.co/Rep6ueH1HT

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Tonight's #MacroSW guest expert is Dr. Fallon Wilson, @sistahwilson, leading the chat tonight and getting us talking a

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Hello, this is Pat Shelly for @UBSSW - looking forward to the #macroSW chat tonight! Welcome, @SistahWilson ! And thanks to @spcummings AKA tonight as @OfficialMacroSW host! https://t.co/sCt228qRSJ

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
Thanks for being here! #macrow

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBSSW: Hello, this is Pat Shelly for @UBSSW - looking forward to the #macroSW chat tonight! Welcome, @SistahWilson ! And thanks @spc…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: Hi #macrow! I'm Nancy Kusmaul, assistant professor @UMBC, part of the @mdsocialwork! @UBSSW PhD Alum. https://t.co/Rep…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Whether you are a #MacroSW alum or new to the chat, take a moment to introduce yourself. Our first question will be up in just a few minutes

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Karen here in Boston, 30 miles south of #MVGasFire and safe at home. #socialwork educator @SimmonsMSW #MacroSW #swtech also #THESETRYINGTIMES https://t.co/IhneXc6cOl

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@UBSSW @SistahWilson @spcummin @OfficialMacroSW Hi Pat! Looking forward to maybe seeing you next month in Buffalo! #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Tonight's #MacroSW guest expert is Dr. Fallon Wilson, @sistahwilson, leading the chat tonight and getting us talking a

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nancy_kusmaul: Hi #macrow! I'm Nancy Kusmaul, assistant professor @UMBC, part of the @mdsocialwork! @UBSSW PhD Alum. https://t.co/Rep…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: Hello, this is Pat Shelly for @UBSSW - looking forward to the #macroSW chat tonight! Welcome, @SistahWilson! And thanks @spc...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: Karen here in Boston, 30 miles south of MVGasFire and safe at home. #socialwork educator @SimmonsMSW #MacroSW #swtech also...

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
Hey everyone! Hope the week has been good to you. I’m here looking up recipes to cook this fall & will be in & out of chat. Very excited about tonight’s topic. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@nancy_kusmaul @SistahWilson @spcummings @OfficialMacroSW Great - I will be there on October 10th, when you will be honored as an outstanding alum!! Congrats! #MacroSW #swtech also...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@karenzgoda @SimmonsMSW I'm so glad you are safe, Karen. What a horrible tragedy. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: Karen here in Boston, 30 miles south of MVGasFire and safe at home. #socialwork educator @SimmonsMSW #MacroSW #swtech also...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@OfficialMacroSW @SimmonsMSW thank goodness so many are safe. may be quieter than usual tonight. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Question 1 (Q1) is coming up in just one minute! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Q1: What are your dreams for black students in social work? #MacroSW @SistahWilson

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
#MVgasfire #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Q1: What are your dreams for black students in social work? #MacroSW @SistahWilson

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@UBSSW @nancy_kusmaul @SistahWilson @spcummings @OfficialMacroSW CONGRATTS @nancy_kusmaul!!!! #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @VilissaThompson: Hey everyone! Hope the week has been good to you. I'm here looking up recipes to cook this fall & will be in & out of.

Fallon Wilson, PhD @SistahWilson
Here is the first question of the night #macroSW

Sophia Chester @SophiaTheAuthor
RT @VilissaThompson: Hey everyone! Hope the week has been good to you. I'm here looking up recipes to cook this fall & will be in & out of.
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SistahWilson: Here is the first question of the night #macroSW https://t.co/OUajcELTHH

Fallon Wilson, PhD @SistahWilson
That they learn social work practice, social entrepreneurship, and technical skills (e.g. coding) to better advocate for their communities. #macroSW #techinclusion

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Remember to respond to the question (Q1, etc) with "A1:" #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
A1: That all their #socialwork dreams come true. That our clients are supported and helped from their hard work. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SistahWilson: That they learn social work practice, social entrepreneurship, and technical skills (e.g. coding) to better advocate for…

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
Hello #MacroSW sorry I'm late.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Remember to respond to the question (Q1, etc) with "A1:" #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: A1: That all their #socialwork dreams come true. That our clients are supported and helped from their hard work. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SistahWilson: That they learn social work practice, social entrepreneurship, and technical skills (e.g. coding) to better advocate for…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@OfficialMacroSW @SistahWilson A1: Opportunities for fulfillment and success in any area they want to pursue. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@porndaughter Hi, Kristin! #macroSW

Fallon Wilson, PhD @SistahWilson
A1: Also, I want them to know that they can build more equitable worlds with these skills. Also, their commitment to justice can also be a STEM career. #macrosw #civitech #govtech

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @OfficialMacroSW @SistahWilson A1: Opportunities for fulfillment and success in any area they want to pursue. #Mac

DT Bruno @dplusbruno
Hi everyone! Sorry, I am late - I just got out from other Twitter chat. I'm DT Bruno, current MSW student from @ColumbiaSSW. Here to listen and learn #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SistahWilson: A1: Also, I want them to know that they can build more equitable worlds with these skills. Also, their commitment to just…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @SistahWilson: That they learn social work practice, social entrepreneurship, and technical skills (e.g. coding) to better advocate for…
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @SistahWilson: A1: Also, I want them to know that they can build more equitable worlds with these skills. Also, their commitment to just...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
A1: Dr. Wilson, what are your thoughts on coding--should we be getting coding skills started early? #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: A1: That all their #socialwork dreams come true. That our clients are supported and helped from their hard work. #MacroSW

Stevara @StevaraTweets
A1: And in advocating for their communities, acknowledging that their voices and experiences are valid, warranted, and needed. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@dplusbruno @ColumbiaSSW Welcome, DT! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@porndaughter Welcome, Kristin! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@StevaraTweets: A1: And in advocating for their communities, acknowledging that their voices and experiences are valid, warranted, and.

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SistahWilson: @karenzgoda Yes, i love the Big dream of their dreams coming true! Especially in such times as these #macroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
A1 More focus around Black Community-based Research - see @SAFELab - more leadership development, w/combing #tech with SW- more interprofessional education: digital tech, social work, business, entrepreneurship. @blacktechmecca @HiddenGeniusPro @BlackGirlsCode #IPE #MACROsw https://t.co/GignBhwqiU

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
A1: To bring forth their own selves into the profession & redefine what SW is & can be. That’s my driving force as a Black Millennial SWer, & I to support Black students when I start teaching next year. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @JoThoHalloran: A1: I want my Black students to find power in social work. #MacroSW

Lakeya @lakeya_cherry @OfficialMacroSW @SistahWilson A1: That they are seen and valued and given the same opportunities as their peers. #MacroSW
RT @StevaraTweets: A1: And in advocating for their communities, acknowledging that their voices and experiences are valid, warranted, and... 

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @VilissaThompson: A1: To bring forth their own selves into the profession & redefine what SW is & can be. That's my driving force as a B. 

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: A1: Dr. Wilson, what are your thoughts on coding--should we be getting coding skills started early? #MacroSW https://t.co/... 

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SistahWilson: @karenzgoda Yes, i love the Big dream of their dreams coming true! Especially in such times as these #macroSW 

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @VilissaThompson: A1: To bring forth their own selves into the profession & redefine what SW is & can be. That's my driving force as a B. 

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBSSW: A1: More focus around Black Community-based Research - see @SAFELab - more leadership development, w/combining #tec SW- m... 

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @lakeya_cherry: @OfficialMacroSW @SistahWilson A1: That they are seen and valued and given the same opportunities as their peers. #Macro... 

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@OfficialMacroSW A1: We may be getting to this, but how do you envision integrating tech education into social work education? #MacroSW 

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @lakeya_cherry: @OfficialMacroSW @SistahWilson A1: That they are seen and valued and given the same opportunities as their peers. #Macro... 

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @OfficialMacroSW A1: We may be getting to this, but how do you envision integrating tech education into social work education? 

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
A1: To continue to lead the way to help us end racism. #MacroSW 

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @VilissaThompson: A1: To bring forth their own selves into the profession & redefine what SW is & can be. That's my driving force as a B. 

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @porndaughter: A1: To continue to lead the way to help us end racism. #MacroSW 

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBSSW: A1: More focus around Black Community-based Research - see @SAFELab - more leadership development, w/combining #tec SW- m... 

Lakeya @lakeya_cherry
@porndaughter Hi, Kristin. #MacroSW https://t.co/S1EuPshN6E 

Stevara @StevaraTweets
@OfficialMacroSW And what resources would you recommend for getting young ones into coding (eg. My 4 yr old :) ) @SistahWilson #Macro...
Fallon Wilson, PhD @SistahWilson
Yes! @VilissaThompson #macroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@SistahWilson 😊 https://t.co/Ndex27lXsg #MacroSW https://t.co/gkdoacHcBA

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: @SistahWilson 😊 https://t.co/Ndex27lXsg #MacroSW https://t.co/gkdoacHcBA

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
I love the discussion tonight! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Question 2 (Q2) is coming up in one minute! #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @VilissaThompson: A1: To bring forth their own selves into the profession & redefine what SW is & can be. That's my driving force as a B.

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @porndaughter: Hello #MacroSW sorry I'm late.

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Remember to respond to the question (Q1, etc) with "A1:" #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @OfficialMacroSW @SistahWilson A1: Opportunities for fulfillment and success in any area they want to pursue. #Mac

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @StevaraTweets: @OfficialMacroSW And what resources would you recommend for getting young ones into coding (eg. My 4 yr old :) ) @Sistah...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SistahWilson: A1: Also, I want them to know that they can build more equitable worlds with these skills. Also, their commitment to just…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
A1: If we're talking tech, understanding how tech might look different in different communities, not just across age groups. https://t.co/vP2fCwe #macrsw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @dplusbruno: Hi everyone! Sorry, I am late - I just got out from other Twitter chat. I'm DT Bruno, current MSW student from @ColumbiaSS

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @StevaraTweets: A1: And in advocating for their communities, acknowledging that their voices and experiences are valid, warranted, and

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @JoThoHalloran: A1: I want my Black students to find power in social work. #MacroSW
Fallon Wilson, PhD @SistahWilson
A1: But also dream a dream of them to experience "wonderment." Kids of color don't get to wonder and experiment (with anything including technology) without being tracked and penalized for curiosity. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@nancy_kusmaul @OfficialMacroSW Q 4 will ask that... in a bit. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: A1: If we're talking tech, understanding how tech might look different in different communities, not just across age gro...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Paging #swtech for additional sources! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SistahWilson: A1: But also dream a dream of them to experience "wonderment." Kids of color don't get to wonder and experiment (with...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@SistahWilson @KaporCenter @LilsG31 Excellent point and great resource. These barriers are important to be aware of so they can be addr...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @lakeya_cherry: @OfficialMacroSW @SistahWilson A1: That they are seen and valued and given the same opportunities as their peers. #Macro...

Stevara @StevaraTweets
THIS! #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @porndaughter: A1: To continue to lead the way to help us end racism. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Q2: Do you think social work and technology can help solve the STEM racial disparities for black students? #MacroSW @SistahWilson

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Q2: Do you think social work and technology can help solve the STEM racial disparities for black students? #MacroSV @S...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nancy_kusmaul: A1: If we're talking tech, understanding how tech might look different in different communities, not just across age gro...

Linda Grobman @newsocialworker
Hi, everyone. (Linda sneaks into #MacroSW chat.)

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SistahWilson: A1: But also dream a dream of them to experience "wonderment." Kids of color don't get to wonder and experiment (with i...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @StevaraTweets: THIS! #MacroSW https://t.co/iJbdLwcN8

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @SistahWilson: A1: But also dream a dream of them to experience "wonderment." Kids of color don't get to wonder and experiment (with i

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@newsocialworker Hi, Linda! #macroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@newsocialworker We see you, Linda! #MacroSW https://t.co/3nd9ARqgcT

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @SistahWilson: Yes! @VilissaThompson #macroSW https://t.co/e67fjakEUa

Fallon Wilson, PhD @SistahWilson
Q2: Let's here your thoughts #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
A2: Not directly. I think the social work skills of advocacy and community can be applied towards supporting black students in STEM, but I don a social work/tech integration would do the same thing. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
A2 As we teach more and more about #tech use in #socialwork practice, I think the collaboration w/ #STEM disciplines will naturally occur. #V #AI will be in use widely - in 10 years? Less? #MacroSW

Lakeya @lakeya_cherry
@OfficialMacroSW @SistahWilson A2: Yes anything is possible, but social work overall needs to get serious about embracing technology altogether, first. Nonetheless, the training of Black students in coding etc would be so valuable and is impt. #MacroSW

Linda Grobman @newsocialworker
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @newsocialworker We see you, Linda! #MacroSW https://t.co/3nd9ARqgcT

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SistahWilson: Q2: Let's here your thoughts #macrosw https://t.co/c9oE1PCZ9r

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: A2: Not directly. I think the social work skills of advocacy and community can be applied towards supporting black stud.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @newsocialworker We see you, Linda! #MacroSW https://t.co/3nd9ARqgcT

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBSSW: A2 As we teach more and more about #tech use in #socialwork practice, I think the collaboration w/ #STEM disciplines will nat

Lakeya @lakeya_cherry
@newsocialworker Hi, Linda. I sneaked in too, but didn't announce myself. 😊 #MacroSW

Fallon Wilson, PhD @SistahWilson
A2: Yes and no. It depends on the context. Technology is a tool and many tools have been used to oppress people of color. But, I do believe w
social work practice/theory framework it can do good #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Q2: Do you think social work and technology can help solve the STEM racial disparities for black students? #MacroSW @S...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Yes! I couldn't agree more. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @newsocialworker: Hi, everyone. (Linda sneaks into #MacroSW chat.)

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SistahWilson: A2: Yes and no. It depends on the context. Technology is a tool and many tools have been used to oppress people of colc

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
A2: @UMBC's #meyerhoffs Scholars Program https://t.co/Ks1j1VtlHj uses building a cohort and community to improve racial disparities in STI @Surgeon_General is a Meyerhoff alum. The principles of community building are social work values. #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @lakeya_cherry: @OfficialMacroSW @SistahWilson A2: Yes anything is possible, but social work overall needs to get serious about embr

Desmond U.Patton,PHD @SAFELab
RT @UBSSW: A1 More focus around Black Community-based Research - see @SAFELab - more leadership development, w/combining #tec SW- m...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nancy_kusmaul: A2: Not directly. I think the social work skills of advocacy and community can be applied towards supporting black stud.

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: A2 As we teach more and more about #tech use in #socialwork practice, I think the collaboration w/ #STEM disciplines will nat

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBSSW: A2 As we teach more and more about #tech use in #socialwork practice, I think the collaboration w/ #STEM disciplines will nat

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @lakeya_cherry: @OfficialMacroSW @SistahWilson A2: Yes anything is possible, but social work overall needs to get serious about embr

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Yes! I couldn't agree more. #MacroSW https://t.co/9bvRqchSP9

Stevara @StevaraTweets
A2: I believe it has the potential to… but as SWers we have to get more comfortable with technology ourselves and STEM overall. I cannot rex how many students of mine tell me they don’t like or aren’t good at “STEM” subjects… we have to fix that #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SistahWilson: A2: Yes and no. It depends on the context. Technology is a tool and many tools have been used to oppress people of colc
RT @StevaraTweets: A2: I believe it has the potential to… but as SWers we have to get more comfortable with technology ourselves and STE

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Yes! I couldn’t agree more. #MacroSW https://t.co/9bvRqchSP9

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: A2: @UMBC's #meyerhoffs Scholars Program https://t.co/Ks1j1VtlHj uses building a cohort and community to improve racial…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @StevaraTweets: A2: I believe it has the potential to… but as SWers we have to get more comfortable with technology ourselves and STE

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
A2: Maybe. I think there is a heavy socioeconomic component which makes it difficult for minority groups to have access to the Internet, tech products, etc. #macrosw

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
A2: I think social work can teach students how tech improves & impacts the lives of those who need access to it the most - their clients & communities. Bridging that understanding can allow Black students to see how those fields are indeed connected. #MacroSW

Stevara @StevaraTweets
RT @nancy_kusmaul: A2: @UMBC's #meyerhoffs Scholars Program https://t.co/Ks1j1VtlHj uses building a cohort and community to improve racial…

DT Bruno @dplusbruno
RT @StevaraTweets: A2: I believe it has the potential to… but as SWers we have to get more comfortable with technology ourselves and STE

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: A2: @UMBC's #meyerhoffs Scholars Program https://t.co/Ks1j1VtlHj uses building a cohort and community to improve racial…

Fallon Wilson, PhD @SistahWilson
A2: The issue with current models of #civictech #govtech and organization @codeforamerica is that they have a lot of well meaning technolog who have never had a social inequality course. All the things you get in social work #macrosw @Erie @sophicware

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @porndaughter: A2: Maybe. I think there is a heavy socioeconomic component which makes it difficult for minority groups to have access:

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@StevaraTweets I have the same experience with my students. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @VilissaThompson: A2: I think social work can teach students how tech improves & impacts the lives of those who need access to it the rr

Desmond U. Patton, PHD @SAFE Lab
RT @SistahWilson: A2: The issue with current models of #civictech #govtech and organization @codeforamerica is that they have a lot of wel

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SistahWilson: A2: The issue with current models of #civictech #govtech and organization @codeforamerica is that they have a lot of wel
Lakeya @lakeya_cherry
@StevaraTweets I agree. I think the "fixing" has to come way before they go through a social work program.#MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @StevaraTweets I have the same experience with my students. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @SistahWilson: A2: The issue with current models of #civitech #govtech and organization @codeforamerica is that they have a lot of wel

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @VilissaThompson: A2: I think social work can teach students how tech improves & impacts the lives of those who need access to it the r

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @porndaughter: A2: Maybe. I think there is a heavy socioeconomic component which makes it difficult for minority groups to have access:

Stevara @StevaraTweets
@lakeya_cherry Yes! Giving them exposure to and encouragement that they can "be great at" or "like" STEM subjects is a must! #MacroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
@StevaraTweets Bingo #MacroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
RT @StevaraTweets: A2: I believe it has the potential to… but as SWers we have to get more comfortable with technology ourselves and STE

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @StevaraTweets: @lakeya_cherry Yes! Giving them exposure to and encouragement that they can "be great at" or "like" STEM subjects is m…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @StevaraTweets: @lakeya_cherry Yes! Giving them exposure to and encouragement that they can "be great at" or "like" STEM subjects is m…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nancy_kusmaul: A2: @UMBC's #meyerhoffs Scholars Program https://t.co/Ks1j1VtlHj uses building a cohort and community to improve racial…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @StevaraTweets: A2: I believe it has the potential to… but as SWers we have to get more comfortable with technology ourselves and STE

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @StevaraTweets: @lakeya_cherry Yes! Giving them exposure to and encouragement that they can “be great at” or “like” STEM subjects is m…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @VilissaThompson: A2: I think social work can teach students how tech improves & impacts the lives of those who need access to it the rr

John Halloran @JoThoHalloran
A2: I'm skeptical, and fear increasing inequalities accompanying adoption of new technologies. HOWEVER, where I see a place for social wor ensuring equity in the development and adoption of human services technology. 1/2 #MacroSW
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@StevartaTweets @lakeya_cherry But that should become long before they get to a social work program. #macrosw

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
A2: For ex: understanding how driverless cars can mean independence to disabled people can assist Black SWers who are macro to bring this to the attention of key stakeholders & advocate for funding (grants & stipends) so that clients can buy them. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @StevartaTweets: @lakeya_cherry Yes! Giving them exposure to and encouragement that they can “be great at” or “like” STEM subjects is m...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @lakeya_cherry: @StevartaTweets I agree. I think the "fixing" has to come way before they go through a social work program. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
I'm so grateful for this topic and for @SistahWilson’s insights. #MacroSW #swtech

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @VilissaThompson: A2: For ex: understanding how driverless cars can mean independence to disabled people can assist Black SWers w/ are...

Lakeya @lakeya_cherry
@StevartaTweets Expose Black youth to STEM as much as they're exposed to sports, dance etc. $$$ may be an issue but social workers in t can create these programs and seek the funding to support this. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @VilissaThompson: A2: For ex: understanding how driverless cars can mean independence to disabled people can assist Black SWers w/ are...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @JoThoHalloran: A2: I’m skeptical, and fear increasing inequalities accompanying adoption of new technologies. HOWEVER, where I see...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Question 3 (Q3) is coming up in 1 minute! #MacroSW @SistahWilson

CRANKY FANDOM MAMA @ChloeMac86
RT @VilissaThompson: A2: I think social work can teach students how tech improves & impacts the lives of those who need access to it the r...

CRANKY FANDOM MAMA @ChloeMac86
RT @VilissaThompson: A2: For ex: understanding how driverless cars can mean independence to disabled people can assist Black SWers w/ are...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @lakeya_cherry: @StevartaTweets Expose Black youth to STEM as much as they're exposed to sports, dance etc. $$$ may be an issue b socia...

Fallon Wilson, PhD @SistahWilson
@lakeya_cherry @StevartaTweets We have 2 do both, we can’t just fix it at the front of the pipeline in grade school because tech worlds curre
being built 2 have clients without us! Technologists, well meaning, are helping govt. make decisions on the most vulnerable populations. #macroSW #civictech #govtech

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SistahWilson: @lakeya_cherry @StevaraTweets We have 2 do both, we can't just fix it at the front of the pipeline in grade school becaus:

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Q3: Should we build tech pathways for black students through the profession of social work? #MacroSW @SistahWilson

Terri Friedline @TerriFriedline
RT @SistahWilson: A2: The issue with current models of #civictech #govtech and organization @codeforamerica is that they have a lot of wel

Stevara @StevaraTweets
RT @SistahWilson: @lakeya_cherry @StevaraTweets We have 2 do both, we can't just fix it at the front of the pipeline in grade school becaus:

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@VilissaThompson A2: This could be enhanced through collaborations between human centered computing and social work. I've been having conversations with my colleague @helena_mentis about that. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @SistahWilson: @lakeya_cherry @StevaraTweets We have 2 do both, we can't just fix it at the front of the pipeline in grade school becaus:

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @VilissaThompson A2: This could be enhanced through collaborations between human centered computing and social

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SistahWilson: @lakeya_cherry @StevaraTweets We have 2 do both, we can't just fix it at the front of the pipeline in grade school becaus:

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @lakeya_cherry: @StevaraTweets Expose Black youth to STEM as much as they're exposed to sports, dance etc. $$$ may be an issue b socia...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Q3: Should we build tech pathways for black students through the profession of social work? #MacroSW @SistahWils

Lakeya @lakeya_cherry
@SistahWilson @StevaraTweets Which is a shame. I get it, because tech, but...Yes, we must do both. #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @VilissaThompson A2: This could be enhanced through collaborations between human centered computing and social

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@OfficialMacroSW @SistahWilson A3: I'd be interested to hear how @SistahWilson envisions this. I feel like social workers, social work stud...

Lakeya @lakeya_cherry
@SistahWilson @StevaraTweets When Nene snaps for me...Yaaas! #MacroSW
william r. frey @williamfrey
A2: social workers' voices and expertise are missing from tech and data science spaces. technologists and data scientists are often not equipped with critical theoretical and practical lenses through which to see their intentions and impacts #macroSW

The Hidden Genius Project @HiddenGeniusPro
RT @UBSSW: A1 More focus around Black Community-based Research - see @SAFELab - more leadership development, w/combining tech SW- m...

Karen ⚖ Zgoda @karenzgoda
YES. #swtech #macroSW

Fallon Wilson, PhD @SistahWilson
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Q3: Should we build tech pathways for black students through the profession of social work? #MacroSW @SistahWils

Karen ⚖ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: I'm so grateful for this topic and for @SistahWilson's insights. #MacroSW #swtech

Karen ⚖ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @VilissaThompson: A2: For ex: understanding how driverless cars can mean independence to disabled people can assist Black SWers w/are...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Q3: Should we build tech pathways for black students through the profession of social work? #MacroSW @SistahWils

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @williamfrey: A2: social workers' voices and expertise are missing from tech and data science spaces. technologists and data scientists..

Karen ⚖ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @williamfrey: A2: social workers' voices and expertise are missing from tech and data science spaces. technologists and data scientists..

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @williamfrey: A2: social workers' voices and expertise are missing from tech and data science spaces. technologists and data scientists..

Lakeya @lakeya_cherry
@nancy_kusmaul @OfficialMacroSW @SistahWilson I agree. Tell us more. #MacroSW

Fallon Wilson, PhD @SistahWilson
A3: Unequivocally yes! #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @OfficialMacroSW @SistahWilson A3: I'd be interested to hear how @SistahWilson envisions this. I feel like social wo

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @lakeya_cherry: @SistahWilson @StevaraTweets Which is a shame. I get it, because tech, but...Yes, we must do both. #MacroSW

Jordan Cook 🚀 @jtmcook
RT @VilissaThompson: A2: I think social work can teach students how tech improves & impacts the lives of those who need access to it the m

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
@OfficialMacroSW @SistahWilson A1: Yes, for sure but as @StevaraTweets said we need to get more comfortable with tech ourselves. #Mac
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SistahWilson: A3: Unequivocally yes! #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @porndaughter: @OfficialMacroSW @SistahWilson A1: Yes, for sure but as @StevaraTweets said we need to get more comfortable with our...

Lakeya @lakeya_cherry
RT @williamrfrey: A2: social workers' voices and expertise are missing from tech and data science spaces. technologists and data scientists...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@StevaraTweets @nancy_kusmaul @SistahWilson I agree, yes..faculty need to be aware of the barriers in place. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SistahWilson: A3: Unequivocally yes! #macrosw

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
A3: Definitely. There are already dual programs available-why not develop programs combining STEM & social work? Also, allowing Black stu to find field placements in STEM settings that would benefit from our knowledge would be important. Diversifying skills. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @VilissaThompson: A3: Definitely. There are already dual programs available-why not develop programs combining STEM & social work? #MacroSW

Fallon Wilson, PhD @SistahWilson
A3: Because of our research, practice, and trust in communities, we have to not only intervene to help unconsciously bias technologists, but a that our students co-create with their clients and communities better tech equitable worlds. #macrosw #techinclusion

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @VilissaThompson: A3: Definitely. There are already dual programs available-why not develop programs combining STEM & social work?

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SistahWilson: A3: Because of our research, practice, and trust in communities, we have to not only intervene to help unconsciously bias

Fallon Wilson, PhD @SistahWilson
RT @porndaughter: @OfficialMacroSW @SistahWilson A1: Yes, for sure but as @StevaraTweets said we need to get more comfortable with our...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Question 4 (Q4) is coming up in one minute! #MacroSW @SistahWilson

Stevara @StevaraTweets
This! As a faculty member working in field education, this would be MY dream come true! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @StevaraTweets: This! As a faculty member working in field education, this would be MY dream come true! #MacroSW https://t.co/1MjXQtuwnS

william r. frey @williamfrey
A3: Less 'should we', and more 'HOW do we' build pathways which intentionally and thoughtfully open spaces for Black students to influence technology. This is deeply needed (see @SAFELab's Digital Scholars Lab). #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @williamrfrey: A3: Less 'should we', and more 'HOW do we' build pathways which intentionally and thoughtfully open spaces for Black stud...

Stevara @StevaraTweets
RT @SistahWilson: A3: Because of our research, practice, and trust in communities, we have to not only intervene to help unconsciously bias...

TOPBOTS @topbots
RT @UBSSW: A2 As we teach more and more about tech use in socialwork practice, I think the collaboration w/ STEM disciplines will nat...

Lakeya @lakeya_cherry
@OfficialMacroSW @SistahWilson A3: if you build them, is there an assumption that the black students will be interested? #MacroSW

Melanie Sage 🎓 @melaniesage
Melanie in Buffalo sneaking in late to #MacroSW!

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
I love this vision. #macrowsw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
A3 It takes work. What percentage of SW faculty are up-to-date on this? How many human service agencies invest in technology, training, upx #SWtech #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SistahWilson: A3: Because of our research, practice, and trust in communities, we have to not only intervene to help unconsciously bias...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Q4: Are schools of social work training students to understand how technology is shaping social inequalities (e.g. Racism, Poverty, etc)? #Macr...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @StevaraTweets @nancy_kusmaul @SistahWilson I agree, yes..faculty need to be aware of the barriers in place. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @lakeya_cherry: @OfficialMacroSW @SistahWilson A3: if you build them, is there an assumption that the black students will be interested?

Melanie Sage 🎓 @melaniesage
RT @SistahWilson: A3: Because of our research, practice, and trust in communities, we have to not only intervene to help unconsciously bias...

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
Love it! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@melaniesage We see you, Melanie! #MacroSW https://t.co/WeSszKYiPC

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBSSW: A3 It takes work. What percentage of SW faculty are up-to-date on this? How many human service agencies invest in technolo tr...
Fallon Wilson, PhD @SistahWilson
@VilissaThompson Yassss!!!!!! And, I know some organizations who can help with this @FUSECorps @FordFoundation #macrosw #publicinteresttechnologist

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Q4: Are schools of social work training students to understand how technology is shaping social inequalities (e.g. Rac

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @melaniesage: Melanie in Buffalo sneaking in late to #MacroSW!

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @StevaraTweets: This! As a faculty member working in field education, this would be MY dream come true! #MacroSW https://t.co/1MjXQ

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @VilissaThompson: A3: Definitely. There are already dual programs available-why not develop programs combining STEM & social work?

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SistahWilson: A3: Because of our research, practice, and trust in communities, we have to not only intervene to help unconsciously bias

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@melaniesage Hi, Colleague! #macroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @StevaraTweets: This! As a faculty member working in field education, this would be MY dream come true! #MacroSW https://t.co/1MjXQ

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @SistahWilson: @VilissaThompson Yassss!!!!!! And, I know some organizations who can help with this @FUSECorps @FordFoundation #macrosw #…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@OfficialMacroSW A4: Some schools and some faculty in some places. But not universally or systematically. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @williamrfrey: A3: Less 'should we', and more 'HOW do we' build pathways which intentionally and thoughtfully open spaces for Black stu

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @melaniesage We see you, Melanie! #MacroSW https://t.co/WeSszKYiPC

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Q4: Are schools of social work training students to understand how technology is shaping social inequalities (e.g. Rac

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @melaniesage: Melanie in Buffalo sneaking in late to #MacroSW!

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @SistahWilson: @VilissaThompson Yassss!!!!!! And, I know some organizations who can help with this @FUSECorps @FordFoundation #macrosw #…
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**#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW**
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @OfficialMacroSW A4: Some schools and some faculty in some places. But not universally or systematically. #MacroSW

**Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW**
This! ... #macrosw #swtech #HITsm #tech4good

**Stevara @StevaraTweets**
A4: Not universally. I would be interested in seeing what courses have been implemented, if any, in BSW or MSW, programs that specifically d
c SW and technology. #MacroSW

**Lakeya @lakeya_cherry**
@OfficialMacroSW Likely no. Of course there may be a few outlier courses and professors here and there, but ultimately I doubt it. They shou
times change and tech advances, we need to advance #MacroSW

**Crystal Byrd Farmer @crystalbfarmer**
RT @VilissaThompson: A3: Definitely. There are already dual programs available-why not develop programs combining STEM & social work?

**Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW**
RT @SistahWilson: A3: Because of our research, practice, and trust in communities, we have to not only intervene to help unconsciously bias

**#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW**
We may need a formal resource list (follow-up blog post) on https://t.co/Ya7K3hiqa7 to highlight some of these. #MacroSW

**Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul**
RT @lakeya_cherry: @OfficialMacroSW Likely no. Of course there may be a few outlier courses and professors here and there, but ultimately

**Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda**
In Massachusetts, social workers who work for the Commonwealth receive an iPad to help with their work and keep up with paperwork. Excell
resource to have in the field for our work! Very grateful to have employer who gets #swtech. #MacroSW

**Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul**
RT @StuckonSW: This! ... #macrosw #swtech #HITsm #tech4good https://t.co/tkrosMj9dT

**Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul**
RT @StevaraTweets: A4: Not universally. I would be interested in seeing what courses have been implemented, if any, in BSW or MSW, progr

**Linda Grobman @newsocialworker**
@StevaraTweets A4: Probably some, but not enough. #MacroSW

**Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda**
RT @OfficialMacroSW: A4: Probably some, but not enough. #MacroSW

**Lakeya @lakeya_cherry**
RT @UBSSW: A3 It takes work. What percentage of SW faculty are up-to-date on this? How many human service agencies invest in technolo tr...

**UB-Social Work @UBSSW**
A4 here are a couple of recent articles: on facial recognition - https://t.co/Wx8d5LioXW and on #AI - https://t.co/OFghUDm6ok #MacroSW #ra#tech https://t.co/kCLrXjWNUD
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## #MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: In Massachusetts, social workers who work for the Commonwealth receive an iPad to help with their work and keep up with pap…

## william r. frey @williamfrey
RT @StuckonSW: This! ... #macrosw #swtech #HITsm #tech4good https://t.co/tkrosMj9dT

## UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SistahWilson: @VilissaThompson Yassss!!!!! And, I know some organizations who can help with this @FUSECorps @FordFoundation #macrosw #…

## UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @OfficialMacroSW A4: Some schools and some faculty in some places. But not universally or systematically. #MacroSW

## Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: In Massachusetts, social workers who work for the Commonwealth receive an iPad to help with their work and keep up with pap…

## Fallon Wilson, PhD @SistahWilson
@UBSSW Not many faculty, unfortunately. However human service organizations and governments, under the auspices of scarcity of resourc are employing #MachineLearning technology #ai to serve clients and communities. Look at the AI work on child abuse in Allegheny Count. #macrosw

## UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @StuckonSW: This! ... #macrosw #swtech #HITsm #tech4good https://t.co/tkrosMj9dT

## UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @StevaraTweets: A4: Not universally. I would be interested in seeing what courses have been implemented, if any, in BSW or MSW, progr

## Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
RT @StuckonSW: This! ... #macrosw #swtech #HITsm #tech4good https://t.co/tkrosMj9dT

## Geek Output @geek_output
RT @UBSSW: A4 here are a couple of recent articles: on facial recognition - https://t.co/Wx8d5LioXW and on #AI - https://t.co/OFghUDm6ok.

## UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @lakeya_cherry: @OfficialMacroSW Likely no. Of course there may be a few outlier courses and professors here and there, but ultimately

## Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
A4: Not when I was in my program 6 years ago. With the way we are utilizing technology in practice, the classroom, & personally, we have to understand the digital divide, access, how tech improves accessibility, etc. We can’t afford to be behind. #MacroSW

## Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@OfficialMacroSW YES PLEASE. #MacroSW #swtech https://t.co/ESAM4h7N5j

## UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: We may need a formal resource list (follow-up blog post) on https://t.co/Ya7K3hiqa7 to highlight some of these. #Macr

## UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: In Massachusetts, social workers who work for the Commonwealth receive an iPad to help with their work and keep up with pap…
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@OfficialMacroSW Can we have a follow up list on https://t.co/oneInXbKAX of examples of courses, syllabi, or assignments that integrate #tech #socialwork? I know about @laurelhitchcock's blog but are there others? #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SistahWilson: @UBSSW Not many faculty, unfortunately. However human service organizations and governments, under the auspices of scarci…

Fallon Wilson, PhD @SistahWilson
RT @williamrfrey: A2: social workers' voices and expertise are missing from tech and data science spaces. technologists and data scientists..

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SistahWilson: @UBSSW Not many faculty, unfortunately. However human service organizations and governments, under the auspices of scarci…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @VilissaThompson: A4: Not when I was in my program 6 years ago. With the way we are utilizing technology in practice, the classroom, &

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @VilissaThompson: A4: Not when I was in my program 6 years ago. With the way we are utilizing technology in practice, the classroom, &

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBSSW: A4 here are a couple of recent articles: on facial recognition - https://t.co/Wx8d5LioXW and on #AI - https://t.co/OFghUDm60k.

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @VilissaThompson: A4: Not when I was in my program 6 years ago. With the way we are utilizing technology in practice, the classroom, &

Tasha Turner @turner_tasha
RT @VilissaThompson: A2: I think social work can teach students how tech improves & impacts the lives of those who need access to it the rr

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: @OfficialMacroSW YES PLEASE. #MacroSW #swtech https://t.co/ESAM4h7N5j

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @SistahWilson: @UBSSW Not many faculty, unfortunately. However human service organizations and governments, under the auspices of scarci…

Linda Grobman @newsocialworker
RT @karenzgoda: In Massachusetts, social workers who work for the Commonwealth receive an iPad to help with their work and keep up with pap…

william r. frey @williamrfrey
RT @VilissaThompson: A4: Not when I was in my program 6 years ago. With the way we are utilizing technology in practice, the classroom, &

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
A4: Think “Weapons of Math Destruction” by @mathbabedotorg should be a part of social work education... https://t.co/eJkn4D0VVx #macrosw
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@nancy_kusmaul @laurelhitchcock We do have a Resources section at https://t.co/Ya7K3hiqa7 (click the resources tab on the upper-right. We focus on content for swtech there #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @StuckonSW: A4: Think “Weapons of Math Destruction” by @mathbabedotorg should be a part of social work education... https://t.co/eJkn4kxGv4

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @nancy_kusmaul @laurelhitchcock We do have a Resources section at https://t.co/Ya7K3hiqa7 (click the resources tab on...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @StuckonSW: A4: Think “Weapons of Math Destruction” by @mathbabedotorg should be a part of social work education... https://t.co/eJkn4kxGv4

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @nancy_kusmaul @laurelhitchcock We do have a Resources section at https://t.co/Ya7K3hiqa7 (click the resources tab on...

William R. Frey @williamrfrey
A4: Algorithms of Oppression by @safiyanoble is #RequiredReading #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Question 5 (Q5) coming up in 1 minute! #MacroSW

Linda Grobman @newsocialworker
An excellent resource on swtech is @spcummings column at https://t.co/niD0VCoitZ #MacroSW

Fallon Wilson, PhD @SistahWilson
Even if we are not, I know some colleges and universities are building innovation hubs that bring together students and faculty from different schools to solve social problems or to build products, but do social work students and faculty get invited to these spaces? #Macrosw

Pat Fletcher @PattiFletch
RT @StevaraTweets: This! As a faculty member working in field education, this would be MY dream come true! #MacroSW https://t.co/1MjXQtuwnS

Melanie Sage @melaniesage
RT @UBSSW: A4 here are a couple of recent articles: on facial recognition - https://t.co/Wx8d5LioXW and on #AI - https://t.co/OFghUDm6ok.

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @StuckonSW: A4: Think “Weapons of Math Destruction” by @mathbabedotorg should be a part of social work education... https://t.co/eJkn4kxGv4

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @VilissaThompson: A4: Not when I was in my program 6 years ago. With the way we are utilizing technology in practice, the classroom, &

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@OfficialMacroSW @nancy_kusmaul @laurelhitchcock Here are the Educator resources: https://t.co/5pqNsYB1zV #macroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @newsocialworker: An excellent resource on swtech is @spcummings column at https://t.co/niD0VCoitZ #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SistahWilson: @UBSSW Not many faculty, unfortunately. However human service organizations and governments, under the auspices of scarci…

Stevara @StevaraTweets
RT @SistahWilson: Even if we are not, I know some colleges and universities are building #innovation hubs that bring together students and..

Saman Sarraf @saman_sarraf
RT @SistahWilson: @UBSSW Not many faculty, unfortunately. However human service organizations and governments, under the auspices of scarci…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SistahWilson: Even if we are not, I know some colleges and universities are building #innovation hubs that bring together students and..

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@nancy_kusmaul @OfficialMacroSW @laurelhitchcock Colleagues @socworkpodcast @EJohnsonLCSW @brooklyn11210 and myself drafte #swtech syllabus not long ago that you may find helpful: https://t.co/vNtzG51yRo #MacroSW

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
Also on my list (haven’t read it yet) is “Automating Inequality” by @PopTechWorks #macrosw https://t.co/yiyAZYLREe

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Also on my list (haven’t read it yet) is “Automating Inequality” by @PopTechWorks #macrosw https://t.co/yiyAZYLREe

Linda Grobman @newsocialworker
And more #swtech resources at https://t.co/KW6WwOfONF #MacroSW

Social Coaching @SocialCoachDACH
RT @UBSSW: A1 More focus around Black Community-based Research - see @SAFELab - more leadership development, w/combining #tec SW- m…

Lakeya @lakeya_cherry
RT @SistahWilson: Even if we are not, I know some colleges and universities are building #innovation hubs that bring together students and..

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@karenzgoda @nancy_kusmaul @laurelhitchcock @socworkpodcast @EJohnsonLCSW @brooklyn11210 WOAH #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: @nancy_kusmaul @OfficialMacroSW @laurelhitchcock Colleagues @socworkpodcast @EJohnsonLCSW @brooklyn1121 myself drafted…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBSSW: @OfficialMacroSW @nancy_kusmaul @laurelhitchcock Here are the #Educator resources: https://t.co/5pqNsYB1zV #macrosw!

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @williamrfrey: A4: Algorithms of Oppression by @safiyanoble is #RequiredReading #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @SistahWilson: Even if we are not, I know some colleges and universities are building #innovation hubs that bring together students and..

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @newsocialworker: And more #swtech resources at https://t.co/KW6WwOfONF #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @newsocialworker: And more #swtech resources at https://t.co/KW6WwtONFe #MacroSW

Lakeya @lakeya_cherry
RT @newsocialworker: And more #swtech resources at https://t.co/KW6WwtONFe #MacroSW

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @VilissaThompson: A4: Not when I was in my program 6 years ago. With the way we are utilizing technology in practice, the classroom, &

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @StuckonSW: Also on my list (haven’t read it yet) is “Automating Inequality” by @PopTechWorks #macrosw https://t.co/yiyAZYLREe

Ann Wilder, PhD,LCSW @annwilder
Ann chiming in last minute... glad to see Thurs nights happening again! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: @nancy_kusmaul @OfficialMacroSW @laurelhitchcock Colleagues @socworkpodcast @EJohnsonLCSW @brooklyn1121 myself drafted…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SistahWilson: Even if we are not, I know some colleges and universities are building #innovation hubs that bring together students and..

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @williamfrey: A4: Algorithms of Oppression by @safiyanoble is #RequiredReading #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Thanks for sharing this, Linda! #MacroSW

Fallon Wilson, PhD @SistahWilson
A4: I will also say all social science-based disciplines are struggling with this. But, we need to get it together before these worlds of automation shape our practice and not the reverse. #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @StuckonSW: Also on my list (haven’t read it yet) is “Automating Inequality” by @PopTechWorks #macrosw https://t.co/yiyAZYLREe

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@annwilder We see you, Ann! #MacroSW https://t.co/Np2CEjBGNR

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @SistahWilson: A4: I will also say all social science-based disciplines are struggling with this. But, we need to get it together before…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SistahWilson: A4: I will also say all social science-based disciplines are struggling with this. But, we need to get it together before…

BIconnections @biconnections
RT @SistahWilson: Even if we are not, I know some colleges and universities are building #innovation hubs that bring together students and..

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
@williamfrey @safiyanoble Also found on @amazon :) #macrosw https://t.co/zQuu5KlQbg
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SistahWilson: A4: I will also say all social science-based disciplines are struggling with this. But, we need to get it together before...

29 min

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @newsocialworker: An excellent resource on #swtech is @spcummings column at https://t.co/niD0VCoiZ #MacroSW

29 min

Karen 💫 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: @OfficialMacroSW @nancy_kusmaul @laurelhitchcock Here are the #Educator resources: https://t.co/5pqNe6YB1zV #macroS

28 min

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @StuckonSW: @williamfrey @safiyanoble Also found on @amazon :) #macrosw https://t.co/zQIu5KIqbg

28 min

Karen 💫 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SistahWilson: Even if we are not, I know some colleges and universities are building #innovation hubs that bring together students and...

28 min

Karen 💫 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @newsocialworker: An excellent resource on #swtech is @spcummings column at https://t.co/niD0VCoiZ #MacroSW

28 min

Karen 💫 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @newsocialworker: And more #swtech resources at https://t.co/KW6WwONFe #MacroSW

28 min

Karen 💫 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @annwilder: Ann chiming in last minute... glad to see Thurs nights happening again! #MacroSW

28 min

Karen 💫 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SistahWilson: A4: I will also say all social science-based disciplines are struggling with this. But, we need to get it together before...

28 min

Melanie Sage 🌟 @melaniesage
RT @karenzgoda: @nancy_kusmaul @OfficialMacroSW @laurelhitchcock Colleagues @socworkpodcast @EJohnsonLCSW @brooklyn1121 myself drafted...

28 min

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
Oh yes... support the university press... for sure :) @safiyanoble #macrosw

28 min

queen. 🎀 @_TheOddBeauty
RT @UBSSW: A1 More focus around Black Community-based Research - see @SAFELab - more leadership development, w/combining #tec
SW- m...

27 min

Ann Wilder, PhD,LCSW @annwilder
A4- Futures Without Poverty FWOP with SWkrs and Tech in Nashville this evening showing black students how to create “pia monitors” for the #LuftdatenProject #MacroSW https://t.co/1KrhjJ42I

27 min

queen. 🎀 @_TheOddBeauty
RT @VilissaThompson: A1: To bring forth their own selves into the profession & redefine what SW is & can be. That’s my driving force as a B.

27 min

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
here’s a new title - with a chapter by our own @karenzgoda on Twitter and #socialAction - #Tech4Good! #MacroSW >>>in this book: Technolic
Activism and #SocialJustice!! by @JohnGMcNutt https://t.co/nBnS288MPh

27 min
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @annwilder: A4- Futures Without Poverty FWOP with SWkrs and Tech in Nashville this evening showing black students how to create “pia

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Wow, everyone, another #MacroSW chat is almost over. Let's give a hand to our guest tonight, @SistahWilson! https://t.co/2UeeWbo2Yi

Melisande @Mmelisande
RT @SistahWilson: A4: I will also say all social science-based disciplines are struggling with this. But, we need to get it together before...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBSSW: here’s a new title - with a chapter by our own @karenzgoda on Twitter and #socialAction - #Tech4Good! #MacroSW >>>in this ...

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
Thanks for being with us tonight! Join us next week for our #MacroSW chat topic- "Social Work In These Trying Times".

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @StuckonSW: Oh yes... support the university press.... for sure :) @safiyanoble #macrosw https://t.co/Slb2YMlaDU

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@nancy_kusmaul @karenzgoda @JohnGMcNutt https://t.co/sdwTu1rrAx #macroSW

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @UBSSW: here’s a new title - with a chapter by our own @karenzgoda on Twitter and #socialAction - #Tech4Good! #MacroSW >>>in this ...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@OfficialMacroSW @SistahWilson Amazing. I wasn’t sure what to expect with this topic but this has been great! #MacroSW

Lakeya @lakeya_cherry
@OfficialMacroSW @SistahWilson Great chat! I’m glad I could participate tonight. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @SunyaFolayan: Thanks for being with us tonight! Join us next week for our #MacroSW chat topic- "Social Work In These Trying Times".

DT Bruno @dplusbruno
RT @SunyaFolayan: Thanks for being with us tonight! Join us next week for our #MacroSW chat topic- "Social Work In These Trying Times".

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SunyaFolayan: Thanks for being with us tonight! Join us next week for our #MacroSW chat topic- "Social Work In These Trying Times".

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Wow, everyone, another #MacroSW chat is almost over. Let's give a hand to our guest tonight, @SistahWilson! https:

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
We covered a lot of material tonight for the #MacroSW chat. Keep an eye out for a follow-up post on https://t.co/Ya7K3hiqa7 and an ear out fo follow-up podcast!

Stevara @StevaraTweets
Great time engaging with #MacroSW tonight!
Melanie Sage ⬆️ @melaniesage
RT @UBSSW: here's a new title - with a chapter by our own @karenzgoda on Twitter and #socialAction - #Tech4Good! #MacroSW >>>in this …

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: We covered a lot of material tonight for the #MacroSW chat. Keep an eye out for a follow-up post on https://t.co/Ya7Kc…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @lakeya_cherry: @OfficialMacroSW @SistahWilson Great chat! I'm glad I could participate tonight. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Our #MacroSW Partners @SunyaFolayan @porndaughter @karenzgoda @PatShellySSW @poliSW @spcummings @ubssw @acosaorg

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @OfficialMacroSW @SistahWilson Amazing. I wasn't sure what to expect with this topic but this has been great! #MacroSW

Fallon Wilson, PhD @SistahWilson
Thank you for hosting me tonight and such a lively conversation about social service based tech careers for students of color. macrosow

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @lakeya_cherry: @OfficialMacroSW @SistahWilson Great chat! I'm glad I could participate tonight. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @OfficialMacroSW: We covered a lot of material tonight for the #MacroSW chat. Keep an eye out for a follow-up post on https://t.co/Ya7Kc…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @StevaraTweets: Great time engaging with #MacroSW tonight! https://t.co/Bst6w1Iy4N

Linda Grobman @newsocialworker
Applause #MacroSW https://t.co/QfIVgMeYf

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Use promo code ASFLYQ6 to save 30%! More book info here: https://t.co/zG1wT2qZ4D #swtech #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Our Next #MacroSW chat is next Thursday, September 20!

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @OfficialMacroSW: We covered a lot of material tonight for the #MacroSW chat. Keep an eye out for a follow-up post on https://t.co/Ya7Kc…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: Use promo code ASFLYQ6 to save 30%! More book info here: https://t.co/zG1wT2qZ4D #swtech #MacroSW https://t.co/yrXeaKwjMQ

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Thanks so much joining us, @SistahWilson! #MacroSW

Lakeya @lakeya_cherry
RT @karenzgoda: Use promo code ASFLYQ6 to save 30%! More book info here: https://t.co/zGlwT2qZ4D #swtech #MacroSW https://t.co/yrXeaKwjMq

DT Bruno @dplusbruno
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Our Next #MacroSW chat is next Thursday, September 20!

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Thanks so much joining us, @Sistahwilson! #MacroSW https://t.co/qmW2mcwYxU

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@UBSSW @JohnGMcNutt Photo credit to #MacroSW partner @spcummings! We eagerly await his daily coffee posts. https://t.co/gepgJZv1D

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Thanks so much joining us, @Sistahwilson! #MacroSW https://t.co/qmW2mcwYxU

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SistahWilson: Thank you for hosting me tonight and such a lively conversation about social service based tech careers for students of c.

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Our #MacroSW Partners @SunyaFolayan @pomdaughter @karenzgoda @PatShellySSW @poliSW @spcummings @ubssw @acosaorg

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Good night! See you next week! #MacroSW https://t.co/JymKz14Pgw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @StevaraTweets: Great time engaging with #MacroSW tonight! https://t.co/Bs6w1Qy4N

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: We covered a lot of material tonight for the #MacroSW chat. Keep an eye out for a follow-up post on https://t.co/Ya7K3...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @lakeya_cherry: @OfficialMacroSW @SistahWilson Great chat! I'm glad I could participate tonight. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@nancy_kusmaul @OfficialMacroSW @SistahWilson #MacroSW gets the job done. https://t.co/uwpE5ChDep

kellyrae @profjop
RT @karenzgoda: @nancy_kusmaul @OfficialMacroSW @laurelhitchcock Colleagues @socworkpodcast @EJohnsonLCSW @brooklyn1121 myself drafted…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SistahWilson: Thank you for hosting me tonight and such a lively conversation about social service based tech careers for students of c.

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
I HAVE ALREADY DONE THE EXTRA CREDIT ASSIGNMENT. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Our Next #MacroSW chat is next Thursday, September 20!
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
Good night all! #macrosw https://t.co/AgKUZ2K97i

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: I HAVE ALREADY DONE THE EXTRA CREDIT ASSIGNMENT. #MacroSW https://t.co/3L2qjmjMDL

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
@karenzgoda ✓Indeed you have! #MacroSW

William R. Frey @williamfrey
A4: at an institutional level? Not that I know of. @SAFELab and @CourtneyCogburn do an incredible job of infusing their work and mentorship within various technological contexts, challenging myself and others to engage technological inequity and oppression. #MacroSW

Lisa @ljenn
RT @SistahWilson: A1: But also dream a dream of them to experience "wonderment." Kids of color don't get to wonder and experiment (with...)

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: @nancy_kusmaul @OfficialMacroSW @SistahWilson #MacroSW gets the job done. https://t.co/uwpE5ChDep
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